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Abstract

Local color pixel distributions provide information that
is useful for object recognition but are dependent on the
scene illumination. We develop a method that assigns
color descriptors to an object that depend on the distri-
bution of spectral reflectance across the object and not
on the illumination. For a trichromatic system, the
method assumes a three-dimensional linear model for
surface spectral reflectance.  We present examples dem-
onstrating the system’s ability to recognize model ob-
jects in cluttered scenes independent of scene
illumination.

Introduction

In this paper, we describe a method for recognizing three
dimensional objects.  The features used for recognition
are invariants computed from local color pixel distribu-
tions.  Using a finite dimensional linear model for spec-
tral reflectance, we show that these features are invariant
to object position and orientation and the configuration,
intensity, and spectral content of the scene illumination.
These features are easily computed from a color image
and provide a large amount of discriminatory power.
Hypothesized object matches are verified by illumina-
tion correction and spatial structure comparison. We have
demonstrated this approach with a set of experiments
using a database of models.

Color Invariants of Surface Regions

We refer to the image of a small planar surface patch P
as an interest region. We assume P has matte reflectance
characteristics and is illuminated, in general, by t differ-
ent spectral distributions l1(λ),l2(λ),..., lt(λ) from respec-
tive directions described by the unit vectors n1,n2,...,nt.
Consider any subset R of P having a fixed spectral re-
flectance s(λ).  For each point in the image of R, a color
imaging system records m measurements given by
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where n is the unit normal to the surface patch, λ de-
notes wavelength, and fk(λ) is the spectral response func-
tion of the kth sensor class.

We approximate s(λ) with a linear model such that

s(λ)= σ j Sj (λ )
j=1

m
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where Sj(λ) are a set of m fixed spectral reflectance ba-
sis functions. Several studies have shown that models of
this form can be used for the accurate approximation of
spectral reflectance functions for m≥3.

Consider two images of P under different illumina-
tion and geometric conditions.  We have shown2 that the
color histograms H and H’ for the image interest region
corresponding to P for the two images will be related by

rH’(Mρ)=H(ρ)  (3)

Therefore, a change of illumination and surface ge-
ometry in the scene corresponds to a scaling and affine
coordinate transformation of the image color distribu-
tion for the interest region corresponding to P.

We define invariants as numbers computed from a
color pixel distribution of an interest region that do not
depend on any of the following: the illumination envi-
ronment, the surface orientation n, or the surface dis-
tance.  Invariants will depend on the distribution of the
spectral reflectance vector σ=(σ1,σ2,...,σm)T across P
which is intrinsic to the surface.  We have derived a
method for the computation of invariants with these
properties1.

To illustrate the properties of the invariants, we
present an example using surface regions taken from a
dolphin on the surface of a block and from a boat on the
surface of another block.  The blocks are imaged under
white, yellow, green, and red illumination and the en-
closed regions in the images indicate the surface patches
used for computing invariants.  Figure 1 is a series of
images of the dolphin block surface under the four
illuminants with the same surface patch outlined for con-
sideration in each image.  Figure 2 is an image of the
boat block surface under the various illuminants.  Fig-
ure 3 is a 3-dimensional plot of the invariants from the
6-dimensional invariant space for each of the circled
regions as well as others obtained for the same patches
for different imaging configurations.  The + symbols in
figure 3 correspond to invariants computed from the re-
gions in the dolphin images and the ο symbols corre-
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spond to invariants computed from the regions in the
boat images. The invariants computed for the two sur-
face regions form separated compact clusters illustrat-
ing the discriminatory power and invariance to
illumination spectral content and surface position and
orientation.

Figure 1.  Dolphin under various illuminants

Figure 2.  Boat under various illuminants

Figure 3.  Invariants for Dolphin and Boat

Illumination-Invariant Recognition
and Illumination Correction

When a potential match of an image region and a model
surface region is identified using the invariants, the im-
age region is transformed to its appearance under a ca-

nonical illuminant to allow direct comparison with the
hypothesized model in the database.  After this step, spa-
tial properties of the image region are compared to the
model for hypothesis verification and pose estimation.

Consider a model image region and an observed
image region of the same surface patch under different
illumination conditions.  Before comparing the spatial
properties of the two regions we must determine the
image transformation that compensates for the relative
illumination difference.  Let H(ρ) be the color pixel dis-
tribution for the model image region and let H’(ρ) be
the color pixel distribution for the observed image re-
gion.  From 3, if the two regions are related by an illu-
mination change then the normalized distributions are
related by H(ρ)=H’(Mρ).  We have shown2 how to use
moment matrices to estimate the matrix M that specifies
the relative illumination difference.  Thus, applying M
to each measured pixel vector ρ in the observed image
region will transform the normalized observed image
region color pixel distribution to equal the normalized
model color pixel distribution H(ρ).  The image rotation
angle can then be estimated by comparing the principal
axes computed from spatial moment matrices in the dif-
ferent color bands.

 

Figure 4.  Matches: Red illumination

Figure 5.  Illumination correction
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Figure 6.  Rotation correction

Experimental Results

We have implemented an experimental object recogni-
tion system using the algorithm described in this paper.
The system has been tested on a database that includes
over twenty objects including books, toy blocks, cereal
boxes, and compact disc sleeves.  Figure 4 is an image
of a scene containing three model objects (face, ring,
dragon) under red illumination with several clutter ob-
jects.  Three matches are hypothesized and circled in
figure 4.  Each hypothesized match corresponds to an

actual match.  Figure 5 shows the results of illumination
correction for these three regions.  For each column in
figure 5, the top region is the matched region in the im-
age followed by the region after illumination correction.
For comparison, the last region in each column is the
matching model image region generated from the data-
base as it appears under the canonical white illumina-
tion at its actual scale.  Figure 6 shows the results of
spatial alignment for the four regions.  The top region in
each column of figure 6 is the illumination corrected
region.  Below this region is the region following rota-
tion for spatial alignment with the matching model im-
age region.  The last region in each column is the model
image region in the database following correction to the
size of the matching image region.  On a set of several
scenes2 each of the model objects present was correctly
identified independent of distance, orientation, and the
illumination environment.  The system processed over
750,000 regions in these images without generating a
false hypothesis.
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